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A S NEARLY as I can remember, these stories were..n. written between 1958 and 196+. Four of them
I wrote when I was in college - the fifth, "The Secret
Integration" (196+), is more of a journeyman than an
apprentice effort, You may already know what a blow to
the ego it can be to have to read over anything you wrote
20 years ago, even cancelled checks. My first reaction,
rereading these stories, was ohmy God, accompanied by
physical symptoms we shouldn't dwell upon. My second
thought was about some kind of a wall-to-wall rewrite.
These two impulses have given way to one ofthose epi-
sodes ofmiddle-aged tranquility, in which I now pretend
to have reached a level of clarity about the young writer
I was back then. I mean I can't very well just 86 this guy
from my life. On the other hand, if through some as yet
undeveloped technology I were to run into him today,
how comfortable would I feel about lending him money,
or for that matter even stepping down the street to have
a beer and talk over old times?
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It is only fair to warn even the most kindly disposed
of readers that there are some mighty tiresome passages
here, juvenile and delinquent too. At the same time, my
best hope is that, pretentious, goofy and ill-considered
as they get now and then, these stories will still be of
use with all their flaws intact, as illustrative of typical
problems in entry-level fiction, and cautionary about
some practices which younger writers might prefer to
avoid.
"The SmallRain" wasmy first published story. A friend

who'd been away in the army the same two years I'd
been in the navy supplied the details. The hurricane really
happened, and my friend's Signal Corps detachment had
the mission described in the story. Most ofwhat I dislike
about my writing is present here in embryo, as well as
in more advanced forms. I failed to recognize, just for
openers, that the main character's problem was real
and interesting enough to generate a story on its own.
Apparently I felt I had to put on a whole extra overlay
of rain images and references to "The Waste Land" and
A Farewell toArms. I was operating on the motto "Make
it literary," a piece ofbad advice I made up all by myself
and then took.
Equally embarrassing is the caseofBadEar to be found

marring much ofthe dialogue, especially toward the end.
My sense of regional accents in those days was primitive
at best. I had noticed how in the military voices got."
homogenized into one basic American country voice.' .
Italian street kids from New York statted to sound like
down-home folks after a while, sailors from Georgia
came back off leave complaining that nobody could
understand them because they talked likeYankees. Being
from the Notth, what I was hearing as a "southern accent"
was really this uniform service accent, and not much else.
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I imagined I had heard 00 fur ow in civilian voices around
Tidewater Virginia, but didn't know that in different
areas of this real or civilian South, even in different parts
of Virginia, people spoke in a wide number of quite
different accents. It is an error also noticeable in movies
of the time. My specific problem in the barroom scene is
not only that I have a Louisiana girl talking in Tidewater
diphthongs imperfectly heard to begin with, but worse,
that I insist on making it an element ofplot - it makes a
difference to Levine, and therefore to what happens in
the story. My mistake being to try to show off my ear
before I had one.
At the heart of the story, most crucial and worrisome,

is the defective way in which my narrator, almost but
not quite me, deals with the subject of death. When we
speakof "seriousness" in fiction ultimately we are talking
about an attitude toward death - how characters may act
in its presence, for example, or how they handle it when
it isn't so immediate. Everybody knows this, but the
subject is hardly ever brought up with younger writers,
possibly because given to anyone at the apprentice age,
such advice is widely felt to be effort wasted. (I suspect
one ofthe reasons that fantasy and science fiction appeal
so much to younger readers is that, when the space

c, and time have been altered to allow characters to travel
easily anywhere through the continuum and thus escape
physicaldangers and timepiece inevitabilities, mortalityis
so seldom an issue.)
In "The Small Rain" characters are found dealing with

death in pre-adult ways. They evade: they sleep late, they
seek euphemisms. When they do mention death they tty
to make with the jokes.Worst ofall, they hook it up with
sex. You'll notice that toward the end of the story, some
kind of sexual encounter appears to take place, though
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you'd never know it from the text. The language suddenly
gets too fancy to read. Maybe this wasn't only my own
adolescent nervousness about sex. I think, looking back,
that there might have been a general nervousness in
the whole college-age subculture. A tendency to self-
censorship. It was also the era ofHowl, Lolita, Tropic of
Cancer, and all the excesses oflaw enforcement that such
works provoked. Even the American soft-core pornog-
raphy available in those days went to absurdly symbolic
lengths to avoid describing sex. Today this all seems a
dead issue, but back then it was a felt constraint on folks's
writing.
What I find interesting about the story now is not so

much the quaintness and puerility ofattitude as the class
angle. Whatever else the peacetime service is good for, it
can provide an excellent introduction to the structure of
society at large. It becomes evident even to a youngmind
that often unacknowledged divisions in civilian life find
clear and immediate expression in the military distinction
between "officers" and "men." One makes the amazing
discovery that grown adults walking aroundwith college
educations, wearing khaki and brass and charged with
heavy-duty responsibilities, can in fact be idiots. And
that working-class white hats, while in theory capable of
idiocy, are muchmore apt to displaycompetence, courage,
humanity, wisdom, and other virtues associated, by the
educated classes, with themselves.Although cast in literary
terms, Lardass Levine's conflict in this story is about
where to put his loyalties. Being an unpolitical '50'S
student, I was unaware ofthis at the time - but in hind-
sight I think I was working out of a dilemma that most
ofus writing then had, in some way, to deal with.
At the simplest level, it had to do with language.

We were encouraged from many directions - Kerouac
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and the Beat writers, the diction of Saul Bellow in The
Adventures ofAugie March, emerging voices like those
of Herbert Gold and Philip Roth - to see how at least
two very distinct kinds of English could be allowed in
fiction to coexist. Allowed! It was actually OK to write
like this! Who knew? The effect was exciting, liberating,
strongly positive. It was not a case of either/or, but
an expansion ofpossibilities. I don't think we were con-
sciously groping after any synthesis, although perhaps
we should have been. The success of the "new left" later
in the '60'S was to be limited by the failure of college
kids and blue-collar workers to get together politically.
One reason was the presence ofreal, invisible class force
fields in the way of communication between the two
groups.
The conflict in those dayswas, likemost everything else,

muted. In its literary version it shaped up as traditional
vs. Beat fiction. Although far away, one of the theatres
ofaction we kept hearing about was at the University of
Chicago. There was a "Chicago School" of literary criti-
cism, for example, which had a lot of people's attention
and respect. At the sametime, there had been a shakeup
at the ChicagoReviewwhich resulted in the Beat-oriented
Big Tablemagazine. "Whathappened at Chicago" became
shorthand for some unimaginable subversivethreat. There
were many other such disputes. Against the undeniable
power oftradition, we were attracted by such centrifugal
lures as Norman Mailer's essay "The White Negro," the
wide availabilityofrecorded jazz, and a book I still believe
is one of the great American novels, On the Road, by
JackKerouac.
A collateral effect, for me anyway, was that of Helen

Waddell's The Wandering Scholars, reprinted in the early
'50'S, an account of the young poets of the Middle Ages
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who left the monasteries in large numbers and took
to the roads of Europe, celebrating in song the wider
range of life to be found outside their academic walls.
Given the university environment of the time, the par-
allels weren't hard to see. Not that college lifewas dull,
exactly, but thanks to all these alternative lowlife data
that kept filtering insidiously through the ivy, we had
begun to get a senseof that other world humming along
out there. Some of us couldn't resist the temptation to
go out and seewhat was happening. Enough of us then
cameback insidewith firsthand news to encourage others
to try it too - a preview of the mass college dropouts of
the '60'S.
I enjoyed only a glancing acquaintance with the Beat

movement. Like others, I spent a lot of time in jazzclubs,
nursing the two-beer minimum. I put on hornrimmed
sunglasses at night. I went to parties in lofts where girls
wore strange attire. I was hugely tickled by all forms of
marijuana humor, though the talk back then was in
inverserelation to the availability ofthat useful substance.
In 1956, in Norfolk, Virginia, I had wandered into a
bookstore and discovered issue one of the Evergreen
Review, then an early forum for Beat sensibility. It was
an eye-opener. I was in the navyat the time, but I already
knew people who would sit in circles on the deck and
sing perfectly, in parts, all those early rock 'n' roll songs,
who played bongos and saxophones,who had felt honest
grief when Bird and later Clifford Brown died. By the
time I got backto college, I found academic people deeply
alarmed over the cover of the Evergreen Review then
current, not to mention what was inside. It looked as
if the attitude of some literary folks toward the Beat
generation was the same as that of certain officers on
my ship toward Elvis Presley. They used to approach
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those among ship's companywho seemedlikelysources _
combed their hair like Elvis, for example. "What's his
message?" they'd interrogate anxiously. "What does he
want?"
Wewere at a transitionpoint, a strangepost-Beatpassage

of cultural time, with our loyalties divided. As bop and
rock 'n' roll were to swing music and postwar pop, so
was this new writing to the more established modernist
tradition we were being exposed to then in college.
Unfortunately there were no more primary choices for
us to make. Wewere onlookers: the parade had gone by
and we were already getting everything secondhand,
consumers ofwhat the media of the time were supplying
us. This didn't prevent us from adopting Beat postures
and props, and eventually as post-Beats coming to see
deeper into what, mer all, was a sane and decent affir-
mation of what we all want to believe about American
values. When the hippie resurgence came along ten years
later, there was, for a while anyway, a sense of nostalgia
and vindication. Beat prophets were resurrected, people
started playingalto saxriffs on electricguitars, the wisdom
of the East came back in fashion. It was the same, only
different.
On the negative side, however,both forms of the

movement placed too much emphasis on youth, includ-
ing the eternal variety. Youth of course was wasted
on me at the time, but I bring up the puerility angle
againbecause,alongwith imperfectly developed attitudes
about sex and death, we may also note how easily some
of my adolescent valueswere able to creep in and wreck
an otherwise sympathetic character. Such is the unhappy
casewith Dennis Flange, in "Low-lands." In a way this
is more of a character sketch than a story. Old Dennis
doesn't "grow" much in the course of it. He remains
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static, his fantasies become embarrassingly vivid, that's
about all that happens. A brightening of focus maybe,
but no problem resolution and so not much movement
or life.
It is no secret nowadays, particularly to women, that

manyAmericanmales, even those ofmiddle-aged appear-
ance, wearing suits and holding down jobs, are in fact,
incredible as it sounds, still small boys inside. Flange is
this type of a character, althoughwhen I wrote this story
I thought he was pretry cool. He wants children - why
isn't made clear - but not at the price of developing
any real life shared with an adult woman. His solution
to this is Nerissa, a woman with the size and demeanor
of a child. I can't remember for sure, but it looks like
I wanted some ambiguiry here about whether or not
she was only a creature of his fantasies. It would be easy
to say that Dennis's problemwas my problem, and that
I was putting it off on him. Whatever's fair - but the
problem could have been more general. At that time I
had no direct experiencewith eithermarriageor parenting,
and maybe I was picking up on male attitudes that were
then in the air - more documentably, inside the pages of
men's magazines, Playboy in patticular. I don't think this
magazinewas the projection, exclusively, of its publisher's
private values: if American men had not widely shared
such values, Playboywould have quickly failed and faded
from the scene.
Oddly enough, I had not intended this to be Dennis's

story at all- he was supposed to have been a straight
man for Pig Bodine. The counterpart in real life to this
unwholesome bluejacket was actuallymy starting point.
I had heard the honeymoon story when I was in the navy,
from a gunner's mate on my ship. We were out on shore
patrol duty in Portsmouth, Virginia. Our beat was a
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desolate piece of shipyard perimeter - chain link fences,
railroad spurs - and the night was inhospitably cold,
with no ill-behaved sailors abroad for us to regulate. So
to my shipmate, as senior member of the patrol, fell the
obligation to pass the time telling sea stories, and this
was one of them. What had actuallyhappened to him on
his own honeymoon is what I had happen to Dennis
Flange. I was heavilyamused not so much at the content
of the story as at the more abstract notion that anybody
would behave that way. As it turned out, my partner's
drinking companion figured in a wide body of shipboard
anecdote. Transferred before my time to shore duty
someplace, he had become a legend. I finally did get to
see him the day before I was discharged, mustering in
the earlymorning outside a barracks at the Norfolk naval
base. The minute I caught sight of him, before I heard
him answer to his name, I swear I had the strange ESP

r knowledge that that's who he was. Not to overdramatize
the moment - but becauseI still likePig Bodine so much,
having brought the character in a time or two since in
novels, it's pleasant to recall that our paths really did
cross in this apparitional way.
Modern readers will be, at least, put off by an un-

acceptable level of racist, sexist and proto-Fascist talk
throughout this story. I wish I could say that this is only
Pig Bodine's voice, but, sad to say, it was alsomy own at
the time. The best I can say for it now is that, for its
time, it is probably authentic enough. John Kennedy's
role model James Bond was about to make his name by
kickingthird-world people around, another extension of
the boy's adventure tales a lot of us grew up reading.
There had prevailed for a while a set of assumptions and
distinctions, unvoiced and unquestioned, best captured
years later in the '70's televisioncharacterArchie Bunker.
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It may yet turn out that racialdifferencesare not as basic
asquestions ofmoney and power, but haveservedauseful
purpose, often in the interest of those who deplore them
most, in keeping us divided and so relatively poor and
powerless. This having been said, however, the narrative
voice in this story here remains that of a smart-assed jerk
who didn't know any better, and I apologize for it.
Disagreeable as I find "Low-lands" now, it's nothing

compared to my bleakness of heart when I have to look
at "Entropy,' The story is a fine example of a procedural
error beginning writers are always being cautioned
against. It is simply wrong to begin with a theme,
symbol or other abstract unifying agent, and then try
to force characters and events to conform to it. By
contrast, the characters in "Low-lands;' though prob-
lematic in other ways, were at least where I began from,
bringing the theoretical stuff in later, just to give the
project a look of educated class. Otherwise it would
only have been about a number of unpleasant people
failing to resolve difficulties in their lives, and who needs
that? Hence, adventitious lectures about Jale-telling and
geometry.
Because the story has been anthologized a couple-three

times, people think I know more about the subject of
enttopy than I reallydo. Even the normally unhoodwink-
ableDonald Barthelme has suggested in amagazine inter-
view that I had some kind of proprietary handle on it.
Well, according to the OED the word was coined in 1865
by RudolfClausius, on the model of the word "energy;'
which he took to be Greek for "work-contents?' Entropy,
or "transfonnation-contents" was introduced as a way
of examining the changes a heat engine went through in
a typical cycle, the transformation being heat into work.
If Clausius had stuck to his native German and called it
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Verwandlungsinhalt instead, it could have had an entirely
different impact. AB it was, after having been worked
with in a restrained way for the next 70 or 80 years,
entropy got picked up on by some communication
theorists and given the cosmic moral twist it continues
to enjoy in current usage. I happened to read Norbert
Wiener's The Human Use of Human Beings (a rewrite
for the interested layman of his more technical Cyber-
netics) at about the same time as The Education ofHenry
Adams, and the "theme" of the story is mostly derivative
of what these two men had to say. A pose I found
congenial in those days - fairly common, I hope, among
pre-adults - was that of somber glee at any idea ofmass
destruction or decline. The modem political thriller genre,
in fact, has been known to cash in on such visions of
\ death made large-scale or glamorous. Given my under-
graduate mood, Adams's sense of power out of control,
coupled with Wiener's spectacle of universal heat-death
and mathematical stillness, seemed just the ticket. But
the distanceand grandiosity ofthis ledme to short-change
the humans in the story. I think they comeoffassynthetic,
insufficiently alive. The marital crisis described is once
again, like the Flanges', unconvincingly simplified. The
lesson is sad, as Dion always sez, but true: get too con-
ceptual, too cute and remote, and your characters die on
the page.
For a while all I worried about was that I'd set things

up in terms of temperature and not energy. AB I read
more about the subject later, I came to see that this had
not been such a bad tactic. But do not underestimate the
shallownessof my understanding. For instance, I chose
37 degrees Fahrenheit for an equilibrium point because
37 degrees Celsius is the temperature of the human body.
Cute, huh?
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Further, it turns out that not everyone has taken such
a dim view of entropy. Again according to the OED,
Clerk Maxwell and P. G. Tait used it, for awhile at least,
in a sense opposite to that of Clausius: as a measure
of energy available, not unavailable, for work. Willard
Gibbs, who in this country a century ago developed the
property at theoretical length, thought of it, in diagram
form anyway, as an aid to popularizing the science of
thermodynamics, in particular its second law.
What strikes me nowadays about the story is not so

much its thermodynamical gloom as the way it reflects
how the '50'S were for some folks. I suppose it is as close
to a Beat story as anything I was writing then, although
I thought I was sophisticating the Beat spirit with second-
hand science. I wrote "Entropy" in '58 or '59 - when I
talk about '57 in the story as "back then" I am being
almost sarcastic. One year of those times was much like
another. One of the most pernicious effects of the '50's
was to convince the people growing up during them that
it would last forever. Until John Kennedy, then perceived
as a congressional upstart with a strange haircut, began
to get some attention, there was a lot of aimlessness
going around. While Eisenhower was in, there seemed
no reason why it should all not just go on as it was.
Since I wrote this story I have kept trying to under-

stand entropy, but my grasp becomes less sure the more
I read. I've been able to follow the OED definitions, and
the way Isaac Asimov explains it, and even some of the
math. But the qualities and quantities will not come
together to form a unified notion in my head. It is cold
comfort to find out that Gibbs himself anticipated the
problem, when he described entropy in its written form as
"far-fetched ... obscure and difficult of comprehension:'
When I think about the property nowadays, it is more
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and more in connection with time, that human one-way
time we're all stuck with locally here, and which termi-
nates, it is said, in death. Certain processes, not only
thermodynamic ones but also those of a medical nature,
can often not be reversed. Sooner or later we all find this
out, from the inside.
Such considerations were largely absent when I wrote

"Entropy:' I was more concerned with committing on
paper a variety of abuses, such as overwriting. I will
spare everybody a detailed discussion of all the over-
writing that occurs in these stories, except to mention
how distressed I am at the number of tendrils that keep
showing up. I still don't even know for sure what a tendril
is. I think I took the word ftom T. S. Eliot. I have nothing
against tendrils personally, but my overuse of the word
is a good example of what can happen when you spend
too much time and energy on words alone. This advice
has been given often and more compellingly elsewhere,
but my specificpiece ofwrong procedure back then was,
incredibly, to browse through the thesaurus and note
words that sounded cool, hip, or likely to produce an
effect, usually that ofmaking me look good, without then
taking the trouble to go and find out in the dictionary
what they meant. If this sounds stupid, it is. I mention it
only on the chance that others'may be doing it even as
we speak, and be able to profit from my error.
This same free advice can also be applied to items of

information. Everybody gets told to write about what
they know. The trouble with many of us is that at the
earlier stages of lifewe thinkwe know everything - or to
put it more usefully, we are often unaware of the scope
and structure of our ignorance. Ignorance is not just a
blank space on a person's mental map. It has contours
and coherence, and for all I know rules of operation as
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well. So as a corollary to writing about what we know,
maybewe should add getting familiar with our ignorance,
and the possibilities therein for ruining a good story.
Opera librettos, movies and television drama are allowed
to get awaywith all kinds of errors in detail. Too much
time in front of the Tube and awriter can get to believing
the same thing about fiction. Not so. Though it may not
be wrong absolutely to make up, as I still do, what
I don't know or am too lazy to find out, phony data are
more often than not deployed in places sensitive enough
to make a difference, thereby losingwhat marginal charm
they may have possessed outside of the story's context.
Wimess an example from "Entropy?' In the character of
Callisto I was ttying for a sott of world-weary Middle-
European effect, and put in the phrasegrippe espagnole,
which I had seen on some liner notes to a recording of
Stravinsky's IJHistoire du Soldat, I must have thought
this was some kind of post-WorldWar I spiritual malaise
or something. Come to find out it means what it says,
Spanish influenza, and the reference I liftedwas really to
the worldwide flu epidemic that followed the war.
The lessonhere, obvious but now and then overlooked,

is just to corroborate one's data, in patticular those
acquired casually, such as through hearsay or off the
backs of record albums. We have, after all, recently
moved into an era when, at least in principle, every-
body can share an inconceivably enormous amount of
information, just by stroking a few keys on a terminal.
There are no longer any excuses for small stupid mis-
takes, and I hope this also leads to much more inhibition
about stealing data on the chance that no one will
catch it.
Fascinating topic, literary theft. As in the penal code,

there are degrees. These range from plagiarism down to
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only being derivative, but all are forms of wrong pro-
cedure. If, on the other hand, you believe that nothing is
original and that all writers "borrow" from "sources;'
there still remains the question of credit linesor acknowl-
edgements. It wasn't till "Under the Rose" (I959) that
I could bring myself,even indirectly, to credit guidebook
eponym Karl Baedeker, whose guide to Egypt for I899
was the major "source" for the story.
I spotted this book in the Cornell Co-op. All fall and

winter I had been having writer's block. I was taking
a writing seminar run by Baxter Hathaway. Having
returned that semester after some time off, he was an
unknown quantity, and terrified me. The course had
been going on for some time, and I hadn't handed in a
thing. "Come on;' people advised me, "he's a nice guy.
Don't worry about it." Were they kidding, or what? It
wasgetting to be a major problem. Finally about halfway
through the semester there arrived in the mail one of
those cattoon cards, showing a toilet stall covered with
graffiti. "You've practiced long enough," it said - open
the card - "Nowwrite !"Itwassigned"BaxterHathaway."
Could I, even asI laid down cash for it at the cash register,
have been subconsciously planning to loot this faded red
volume for the contents ofa story?
Could Willy Sutton rob a safe? Loot the Baedeker I

did, all the details of a time and place I had never been
to, right down to the names of the diplomatic corps.
Who'd make up a name likeKhevenhilller-Metsch? Lest
others become as enchanted as I was and have continued
to be with this technique, let me point out that it is a
lousyway to go about writing a story. The problem here
is like the problem with "Entropy": beginning with
something abstract - a thermodynamic coinage or the
data in a guidebook - and only then going on to try to
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develop plot and characters. This is simply, as we say in
the profession, ass backwards. Without some grounding
in human reality, you are apt to be left only with another
apprentice exercise, which is what this uncomfortably
resembles.
I was also able to steal, or let us say "derive;' in

more subtle ways. I had grown up reading a lot of spy
fiction, novels of intrigue, notably thoseof Iohn Buchan.
The only book of his that anyone remembers now is
The Thirty-nine Steps, but he wrote half a dozen more
just as good or berter. They were all in my hometown
library. So were E. Phillips Oppenheim, HelenMacinnes,
Geoffrey Household, and many others as well. The net
effect was eventually to build up in my uncritical brain
a peculiar shadowy vision of the history preceding the
two world wars. Political decision-making and official
documents did not figure in this nearly as much as
lurking, spying, false identities, psychological games.
Much later I got around to two other mighty influences,
Edmund Wilson's To the Finland Station and Machia-
velli's The Prince, which helped me to develop the
interesting question underlying the story - is history
personal or statistical? My reading at the time also
included many Victorians, allowing World War I in
my imagination to assume the shape of that attractive
nuisance so dear to adolescent minds, the apocalyptic
showdown.
I don't mean to make light of this. Our common

nightmare The Bomb is in there too. Itwas bad enough
in '59 and is much worse now, as the level of danger has
continued to grow. There was never anything subliminal
about it, then or now. Except for that succession of the
criminally insane who have enjoyed power since 194-5,
including the power to do something about it, most of
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the rest of us poor sheep have always been stuck with
simple, standard fear. I think we all have tried to deal
with this slow escalation of our helplessness and terror
in the few ways open to us, from not thinking about it
to going crazy from it. Somewhere on this spectrum of
impotence is writing fiction about it - occasionally, as
here, offset to amore colorful time and place.
So, if only for its feeble good intentions, I am less

annoyed with "Under the Rose" than with the earlier
stuff. I think the characters are a little better, no longer
just lying there on the slab but beginning at least to
twitch some and blink their eyes open, although their
dialogue still suffers from my perennial Bad Ear. Thanks
to the relentless efforts of the Public Broadcast System,
everyone these days is hyperfamiliar with the furthest
nuances of English as spoken by the English. In my day
I had to depend on movies and radio, which as sources
then were not 100% reliable. Hence all the pip-pip and
jolly-hobusiness, which to a modem reader comes across
as stereotyped and inauthentic. Readers may also feel
shorted becauseofhow, more than anyone, the masterful
John Ie Carre has upped die ante for the whole genre.
Today we expect a complexity of plot and depth of
character which are missing from my effort here. Most of
it, happily, is chase scenes, for which I remain a dedicated
sucker- it is one piece of puerility I am unable to let go
of May Road Runner cartoons never vanish from the
videowaves, ismy attitude.
Attentive fans of Shakespearewill notice that the name

Porpentine is lifted from Hamlet, I, v. It is an early form
of "porcupine."The name Moldweorp is Old Teutonic
fur "mole" - the animal, not the infiltrator. I thought it
would be a cute idea for people named after two amiable
fuzzy critters to be duking it out over the fate ofEurope.
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Less conscientiously, there is also an echo of the name of
the reluctant spy characterWonnold, in Graham Greene's
OurMan in Havana, then recently published.
Another influence in "Under the Rose;' too recent

for me then to abuse to the extent I have done since, is
Surrealism.I had been taking one ofthose electivecourses
in Modern Art, and it was the Surrealists who'd really
caught my attention. Having as yet virtually no access to
my dream life, I missed the main point of the movement,
and became fascinated instead with the simple idea that
one could combine inside the same frame elements not
normally found together to produce illogical and startling
effects. What I had to learn later on was the necessity
of managing this procedure with some degree of care
and skill: any old combination of details will not do.
Spike Jones, Ir., whose father's orchestral recordings
had a deep and indelible effect on me as a child, said
once in an interview, "One of the things that people
don't realize about Dad's kind of music is, when you
replace a C-sharp with a gunshot, it has to be a C-sharp
gunshot or it sounds awful."
I was to get even worse at this, as is evident from the

junkshop or randomly assembled quality to many of the
scenes in "The Secret Integration." But because I like
more than dislike this story, I sometimes will blame it
more on the cluttered way that items accumulate in the
rooms ofmemory. Like "Low-lands." this is a hometown
story, one of the few times I tried to write directly out
of the landscape and the experiences I grew up with.
I mistakenly thought of Long Island then as a giant
and featureless sandbar, without history, someplace to .•
get away from but not to feel very connected to. It is
interesting that in both stories I imposed on what I felt
to be blank spacea set ofmore complicatedtopographies.
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Perhaps I felt this was a way to make the place a little
more exotic.
Not only did I complicate this Long Island space, bur

I also drew a line around the whole neighborhood,
picked it up and shifred it all to the Berkshires, where
I still have never been. The old Baedeker trick again.
This time I found the details I needed in the regional
guide to the Berkshires put out in the 1930'S by the
Federal Writers Project of the WPA. This is one of an
excellent set of state and regional volumes, which may
still be available in libraries. They make instructive and
pleasurable reading. In fact, there is some stuff in the
Berkshire book so good, so rich in detail and deep in
feeling, that even I was ashamed to steal from it.
Why I adopted such a strategy of transfer is no longer

clear to me. Displacing my personal experience off into
other environments went back at least as far as "The
SmallRain." Parr of this was an unkind impatience with
fiction I felt then to be "too autobiographical." Some-
where I had come up with the notion that one's personal
life had nothing to do with fiction, when the truth, as
everyoneknows, is nearly the direct opposite. Moreover,
contrary evidence was all around me, though I chose to
ignore it, for in fact the fiction both published and
unpublished that moved and pleased me then as now
was precisely that which had been made luminous, un-
deniably authentic by having been found and taken up,
always at a cost, from deeper, more shared levels of the
life we all reallylive. I hate to think that I didn't, however
defectively, understand this. Maybe the rent was just too
high. In any case, stupid kid, I preferred fancy footwork
instead.
Then again, maybe another factor in it was just claus-

trophobia., I wasn't the only one writing then who felt
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productive silence in which he may have begun to get a
glimpse of how it was done. What is most appealing
about young folks, after all, is the changes, not the still
photograph of finished character but the movie, the soul
in flux. Maybe this small attachment to my past is only
another case of what Frank Zappa calls a bunch of old
guys sitting around playing rock 'n' roll. But as we all
know, rock 'n' roll will never die, and education too, as
HenryAdams alwayssez, keeps going on forever.

."';
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some need to stretch, to step out. It may have gone back '!
to the sense of academicenclosure we felt which had lent
such appeal to the American picaresque life the Beat
writers seemed to us to be leading. Apprentices in all
fieldsand times are restlessto be journeymen.
By the time I wrote "The Secret Integration" I was

embarked on this phase of the business. I had published
a novel and thought I knew a thing or two, but for the
first time I believe I was also beginning to shut up and .
listen to the American voices around me, even to shift "
my eyes away from printed sources and take a look at
American nonverbal reality. I was out on the road at last,
getting to visit the places Kerouac had written about.
These towns and Greyhound voices and fleabag hotels
have found their way into this story, and I am pretty
contentwith how it holds up.
Not that it's perfect, understand, not by a long shot.

The kids, for example, seem in some areas to be not very
bright, cettainly not a patch on the kids of the '80'S.
I could also with an easy mind see axed much of the
story's less responsible Surrealism. Still, there are parts
of it I can't believe I wrote. Sometime in the last couple
of decades, some company of elvesmust have snuck in
and had a crack at it. As is clear from the up-and-down
shape of my learning curve, however, it was too much
to expect that I'd keep on for long in this positive or ii
professional direction. The next story I wrote was "The,
Crying of Lot 49," which was marketed as a "novel," ;£

and in which I seem to have forgotten most of what I
thought I'd learned up till then.
Most likely,much of my feeling for this last story can

be traced to ordinary nostalgia for this time in my life,
for the writer who seemed then to be emerging, with his
bad habits, dumb theories and occasional moments of
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Boris has just given me a summary of his views. He is a
weather prophet. The weather will continue bad, he says.
There will be more calamities, more death, more despair.
Not the slightest indication of a change anywhere. . . .
We must get into step, a lockstep toward the prison of
death. There is no escape. The weather will not change -.

....:. TropicofCancer

DOWNSTAIRS, Meatball Mulligan's lease-breaking
party was moving into its 4-oth hour. On the

kitchen floor, amid a litter of empty champagne fifths,
were Sandor Rojas and three friends, playing spit in the
ocean and staying awake on Heidseck and benzedrine
pills. In the living room Duke, Vincent, Krinkles and
Paco sat crouched over a Is-inch speaker which had been
bolted into the top of a wastepaper basket, listening to
27 watts' worth of The Heroes' Gate at Kiev. They all
wore hornrimmed sunglasses and rapt expressions, and
smoked funny-looking cigarettes which contained not,
as you might expect, tobacco, but an adulterated form of
cannabis sativa. This group was the Duke di Angelis
quartet. They recorded for a local label called Tambu
and had to their credit one 10" LP entitled Songs of
Outer Space. From time to time one of them would flick
the ashes from his cigarette into the_speaker cone to watch
them dance around. Meatball himself was sleeping over
by the window, holding an empty magnum to his chest
as if it were a teddy bear. Several government girls, who
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worked for people like the State Department and NSA,
had passed out on couches, chairs and in one case the
bathroom sink.
This was in early February of '57 and back then there

were a lot of American expatriates around Washington,
D.C., who would talk, every time they met you, about
how someday they were going to go over to Europe for
real but right now it seemed they were working for the
government. Everyone saw a fine irony in this. They
would. stage, for instance, polyglot parties where the
newcomer was sort of ignored if he couldn't carry on
simultaneous conversations in three or four languages.
They would haunt Armenian delicatessens for weeks at
a stretch and invite you over for bulghour and lamb in
tiny kitchens whose walls were covered with bullfight
posters. They would have affairs with sultry girls from
Andalucfa or the Midi who studied economics at George-
town. Their Dome was a collegiate Rathskeller out on
Wisconsin Avenue called the Old Heidelberg and they
had to settle for cherry blossoms instead of lime trees
when spring came, but in its lethargic way their life
provided, as they said, kicks.
At the moment, Meatball's party seemed to be gathering

its second wind. Outside there was rain. Rain splatred
against the tar paper on the roof and was fractured into
a fine spray off the noses, eyebrows and lips of wooden
gargoyles under the eaves, and ran like drool down the
windowpanes. The day before, it had snowed and the
day before that there had been winds of gale force and
before that the sun had made the city glitrer bright as
April, though the calendar read early February. It is a
curious season in Washington, this false spring. Some-
where in it are Lincoln's Birthday and the Chinese New
Year, and a forlornness in the streets because cherry
blossoms are weeks away still and, as Sarah Vaughan
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has put it, spring will be a little late this year. Generally
crowds like the one which would gather in the Old
Heidelberg on weekday afrernoons to drinkWiirtzburger
and to sing Lili Marlene (not to mention The Sweetheart
of Sigma Chi) are inevitably and incorrigibly Romantic.
And as every good Romantic knows, the soul (spiritus,
ruach, pneuma) .is nothing, substantially, but air; it is
only natural that warpings in the atmosphere should be
recapitulated in those who breathe it. So that over and
above the public components - holidays, tourist attrac-
tions there are privatemeanderings, linked to the climate
as if this spell were a stretto passage in the year's fugue:
haphazard weather, aimless loves, unpredicted commit-
ments: months one can easily spend in fugue, because
oddlyenough, later on, winds, rains, passions ofFebruary
and March are never remembered in that city, it is as if
they had never been.
The last bass notes of The Heroes' Gate boomed up

through the floor and woke Callisto from an uneasy sleep.
The first thing he became aware of was a small bird he
had been holding gently between his hands, against his
body. He turned his head sidewise on the pillow to smile
down at it, at its blue hunched-down head and sick,
lidded eyes,wondering how many more nights he would
have to give it warmth before it was well again. He had
been holding the bird like that for three days: it was the
only way he knew to restore its health. Next to him the
girl stirred and whimpered, her arm thrown across her
face. Mingled with the sounds of the rain came the first
tentative, quetulous morning voices of the other birds,
hidden in philodendrons and small fan palms: patches of
scarlet, yellow and blue laced through this Rousseau-like
fantasy, this hothouse jungle it had taken him seven years
to weave. together. Hermetically sealed, it was a tiny
enclave of regularity in the city's chaos, alien to the
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vagaries of the weather, of national politics, of any civil
disorder. Through trial-and-error Callisto had perfected
its ecological balance, with the help of the girl its artistic
harmony, so that the swayingsof its plant life,the stirrings
of its birds and human inhabitants were all as integral as
the rhythms of a perfectly-executed mobile. He and the
girl could no longer, of course, be omitted from that
sanctuary; they had become necessary to its unity. What
they needed from outside was delivered. They did not
go out.
"Is he all right," she whispered. She lay like a tawny

question mark facing him, her eyes suddenly huge and
dark and blinking slowly. Callisto ran a finger beneath
the feathers at the base of the bird's neck; caressed it
gently. "He's going to be well, I think. See: he hears
his friends beginning to wake up." The girl had heard
the rain and the birds even before she was fully awake.
Her name was Aubade: she was part French and part
Annamese, and she lived on her own curious and lonely
planet, where the clouds and the odor of poincianas,
the bitterness of wine and the accidental fingers at the
small of her back or feathery against her breasts came to
her reduced inevitably to the terms of sound: of music
which emerged at intervals from a howling darkness of
discordancy. "Aubade," he said, "go see." Obedient, she
arose; padded to the window, pulled aside the drapes
and afrer a moment said: "It is 37. Still 37." Callisto
frowned. "Since Tuesday, then;' he said. "No change."
Henry Adams, three generations before his own, had
stared aghast at Power; Callisto found himself now in
much the same state over Thermodynamics, the inner
life of that power, realizing like his predecessor that the
Virgin and the dynamo stand as much for love as for
power; that the two are indeed identical; and that love
therefore not only makes the world go round but also
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makes the boccie ball spin, the nebula precess. It was
this latter or sidereal element which disturbed him. The
cosmologists had predicted an eventual heat-death for
the universe (something like Limbo: form and motion
abolished, heat-energy identical at every point in it); the
meteorologists, day-to-day, staved it off by contradicting
with areassuring array ofvaried temperatures.
But for three days now, despite the changeful weather,

the mercury had stayed at 37 degrees Fahrenheit. Leery
at omens of apocalypse, Callisto shifred beneath the
covers. His fingers pressed the bird more firmly, as if
needing some pulsing or suffering assurance of an early
break in the temperature.
It was that last cymbal crash that did it. Meatball was

hurled wincing into consciousness as the synchronized
wagging of heads over the wastebasket stopped. The
final hiss remained for an instant in the room, then melted
into the whisper of rain outside. "Aarrgghh," announced
Meatball in the silence, looking at the empty magnum.
Krinkles, in slow motion, turned, smiled and held out
a cigarette. "Tea time, man;' he said. "No, no;' said
Meatball. "How many times I got to tell you guys. Not
at my place. You ought to know, Washington is lousy
with Feds." Krinkles looked wistful. "Jeez, Meatball,"
he said, "you don't want to do nothing no more." "Hair
of dog;' said Meatball. "Only hope. Any juice lefr?"
He began to crawl toward the kitchen. "No champagne,
I don't think," Duke said. "Case of tequila behind the
icebox." They put on an Earl Bostic side. Meatball paused
at the kitchen door, glowering at SandorRojas. "Lemons;'
he said afrer some thought. He crawled to the refrigerator
and got out three lemons and some cubes, found the
tequila and set about restoring order to his nervous system.
He drew bloodonce cutting the lemons and had to use two
hands squeezing them and his foot to crack the ice tray
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but after about ten minutes he found himself, through
some miracle, beaming down into a monster tequila sour.
"That looks yummy;' Sandor Rojas said. "How about
you make me one:' Meatball blinked at him. "Kitchi lofass
a shegitbe,"he replied automatically, and wandered away
into the bathroom. "I say;' he called out a moment later
to no one in particular. "I say, there seems to be a girl
or something sleeping in the sink:' He took her by the
shoulders and shook. "Wha," she said. "You don't look
too comfortable;' Meatball said. "Well," she agreed. She
stumbled to the shower, turned on the cold water and
sat down crosslegged in the spray. "That's better," she
smiled.
"Meatball;' Sandor Rojas yelled from the kitchen.

"Somebody is trying to come in the window. A burglar,
I think. A second-story man:' "What are you worrying
about," Meatball said. "We're on the third floor." He
loped back into the kitchen. A shaggy woebegone figure
stood out on the fire escape, raking his fingernails down
the windowpane. Meatball opened the window. "Saul,"
he said.
"Sort ofwet out," Saul said. He climbed in, dripping.

"You heard, I guess:'
"Miriam left you;' Meatball said, "or something, is all

I heard."
There was a sudden flurryofknocking at the front door.

"Do come in;' Sandor Rojas called. The door opened
and there were three coeds from GeorgeWashington, all
of whom were majoring in philosophy. They were each
holding a gallon ofChianti. Sandor leaped up and dashed
into the living room. "We heard there was a party;' one
blonde said. "Young blood," Sandor shouted. He was an
ex-Hungarian freedom fighter who had easily the worst
chronic case of what certain critics of the middle class
have calledDon Giovannism in the District of Columbia.
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Purche porti la gonnella, poi sapete quel che fa. Like
Pavlov's dog: a contralto voice or a whiff of Arpege and
Sandor would begin to salivate. Meatball regarded the
trio blearily as they filed into the kitchen; he shrugged.
"Put the wine in the icebox;' he said"and good morning:'
Aubade's neck made a golden bow as she bent over

the sheets of foolscap, scribbling away in the green murk
of the room. "As a young man at Princeton;' Callisto
was dictating, nestling the bird against the gray hairs of
his chest, "Callisto had learned a mnemonic device for
remembering the Laws of Thermodynamics: you can't
win, things are going to get worse before they get better,
who says they're going to get berter. At the age of 54,
confronted with Gibbs' notion of the universe, he sud-
denly realized that undergraduate cant had been oracle,
afrer all. That spindly maze of equations became, for
him, a vision of ultimate, cosmic heat-death. He had
known all along, of course, that nothing but a theoretical
engine or system ever runs at 100% efficiency; and about
the theorem of Clausius, which states that the entropy
of an isolated system always continually increases. Itwas
not, however, until Gibbs and Boltzmann brought to
this principle the methods of statistical mechanics that
the horrible significance of it all dawned on him: only
then did he realize that the isolated system galaxy,
engine, human being, culture, whatever - must evolve
spontaneously toward the Condition of the More Prob-
able. He was forced, therefore, in the sad dying fall of
middle age, to a radical reevaluation of everything he
had learned up to then; all the cities and seasons and
casual passions of his days had now to be looked at in a
new and elusive light. He did not know if he was equal
to the task. He was aware of the dangers of the reductive
fallacy and, he hoped, strong enough not to drift into
the graceful decadence of an enervated fatalism. His had
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always been a vigorous, Italian sort of pessimism: like
Machiavelli, he allowed the forces of virtu and fortuna
to be about 50/50; but the equations now introduced a
random factor which pushed the odds to some unutrerable
and indeterminate ratio which he found himself afraid to
calculate." Around him loomed vague hothouse shapes;
the pitifully smallheart fluttered against his own. Counter-
pointed against his words the girl heard the chatter of
birds and fitful car honkings scattered along the wet
morning and Earl Bostic's alto rising in occasional wild
peaks through the floor. The architectonic purity of her
world was constantly threatened by such hints of anarchy:
gaps and excrescences and skew lines, and a shifting or
tilting of planes to which she had continually to readjust
lest the whole structure shiver into a disarray of discrete
and meaningless signals. Callisto had described the process
once as a kind of "feedback": she crawled into dreams
each night with a sense of exhaustion, and a desperate
resolve never to relax that vigilance. Even in the brief
periods when Callisto made love to her, soaring above
the bowing of taut nerves in haphazard double-stops
would be the one singing string of her determination.
"Nevertheless;' continuedCallisto, "he found in entropy

or the measure of disorganization for a closed system
an adequate metaphor to apply to certain phenomena
in his own world. He saw, for example, the younger
generation responding to MadisonAvenue with the same
spleen his own had once reserved for Wall Street: and
in American 'consumerism' discovered a similar tendency
from the least to the most probable, from differentiation
to sameness, from ordered individuality to a kind ofchaos.
He found himself, in short, restating Gibbs' prediction
in social terms, and envisioned a heat-death for his culture
in which ideas, like heat-energy, would no longer be
transferred, since each point in it would ultimately have
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the same quantity of energy; and intellectual motion
would, accordingly, cease." He glanced up suddenly.
"Check it now;' he said. Again she rose and peered out
at the thermometer. "37," she said. "The rain has stopped."
He bent his head quickly and held his lips against a
quivering wing. "Then it will change soon;' he said,
trying to keep his voice firm.
Sitting on the stove Saul was like any big rag doll that

a kid has been taking out some incomprehensible rage
on. "What happened," Meatball said. "If you feel like
talking, I mean;'
"Of course I feel like talking;' Saul said. "One thing

I did, I slugged her;'
"Discipline must be maintained."
"Ha, ha, I wish you'd been there. Oh Meatball, it was

a lovely fight. She ended up throwing a Handbook of
Chemistry and Physics at me, only it missed and went
through the window, and when the glass broke I reckon
something in her broke too. She stormed out of the house
crying, out in the rain. No raincoat or anything."
"She'll be back."
"No."
"Well." Soon Meatball said: "It was something earth-

shattering, no doubt. Like who is better, Sal Mineo or
RickyNelson;'
"What it was about," Saul said, "was communication

theory. Which of course makes it very hilarious;'
"I don't know anything about communication theory;'
"Neither does my wife. Corne right down to it, who

does? That's the joke;'
When Meatball saw the kind of smile Saul had on his

face he said: "Maybe you would like tequila or some-
thing;'
"No. I mean, I'm sorry. It's a field you can go off the

deep end in, is all. You get where you're watching all the
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time for security cops: behind bushes, around comers.
MUFFET is top secret."
"Wha."
"Multi-unit factorial fieldelectronic tabulator:'
"You were fighting about that."
"Miriam has been reading science fiction again. That

and ScientijicAmerican. It seemsshe is, aswe say,bugged
at this idea of computers acting like people. I made the
mistake of saying you can just as well tum that around,
and talk about human behavior like a program fed into
an IBM machine:'
"Why not;' Meatball said.
"Indeed, why not. In fact it is sort of crucial to com-

munication, not to mention information theory. Only
when I said that she hit the roof. Up went the balloon.
And I can't figure out why. If anybody should know why,
I should. I refuse to believe the government is wasting
taxpayers' money on me, when it has so many bigger and
berter things to waste it on:'
Meatball made a moue. "Maybe she thought you were

acting like a cold, dehumanized amoral scientist type:'
"My god," Saul flung up an arm. "Dehumanized.

Howmuch more human can I get?I worry, Meatball, I do.
There are Europeans wandering around North Africa
these days with their tongues tom out of their heads
because those tongues have spoken the wrong words.
Only the Europeans thought they were the right words:'
"Language barrier;' Meatball suggested.
Saul jumped down off the stove. "That," he said, angry,

"is a good candidate for sick joke of the year. No, ace,
it is not a barrier. If it is anything it's a kind of leakage.
Tell a girl: 'I love you: No trouble with two-thirds of
that, it's a closed circuit. Just you and she. But that nasty
four-letter word in the middle, that's the one you have
to look out for. Ambiguity. Redundance. Irrelevance,
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even. Leakage. All this is noise. Noise screws up your
signal, makes for disorganization in the circuit."
Meatball shuffled around. "Well, now, Saul;' he mut-

tered, "you're sort of, I don't know, expecting a lot from
people. I mean, you know. What it is is, most of the
things we say, I guess, are mostly noise:'
"Ha! Halfofwhat you just said, for example:'
"Well, you do it too."
"I know:' Saul smiled grimly. "It's a bitch, ain't it."
"I bet that's what keeps divorce lawyers in business.

Whoops:'
"Oh I'm not sensitive. Besides;' frowning, "you're

right. You find I think that most 'successful' marriages-
Miriam and me, up to last night - are sort of founded
on compromises. You never run at top efficiency, usually
all you have is a minimum basis for a workable thing.
I believe the phrase is Togetherness:'
"Aarrgghh."
"Exactly. You find that one a bit noisy, don't you. But

the noise content is different for each ofus becauseyou're
a bachelor and I'm not. Orwasn't. The hell with it."
"Well sure;' Meatball said, trying to be helpful, "you

were using different words. By 'human being' you meant
something that you can look at like it was a computer.
It helps you think better on the job or something. But
Miriam meant something entirely - "
"Thehell with it."
Meatball fell silent. "I'll take that drink," Saul said

after a while.
The card game had been abandoned and Sandor's

friends were slowly getting wasted on tequila. On the
living room couch, one of the coeds and Krinkles were
engaged in amorous conversation. "No;' Krinkles was
saying, "no, I can't put Dave down. In fact I give Dave
a lot of credit, man. Especially considering his accident
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and all." The girl's smile faded. "How terrible:' she said.
"What accident?" "Hadn't you heard?" Krinkles said.
"When Dave was in the army, just a private E-2, they
sent him down to Oak Ridge on specialduty. Something
to do with the Manhattan Project. He was handling hot
stuff one day and got an overdose of radiation. So now
he's got to wear lead gloves all the time:' She shook her
head sympathetically. "What an awful break for a piano-
player:'
Meatball had abandoned Saul to a bottle of tequila

and was about to go to sleep in a closet when the front
door flew open and the placewas invaded by fiveenlisted
personnel of the U.S. Navy, all in varying stages of
abomination. "This is the place:' shouted a fat, pimply
seaman apprentice who had lost hiswhite hat. "This here is
the hoorhouse that chief was telling us about." A sttingy-
looking 3rd class boatswain's mate pushed him aside and
cased the living room. "You're right, Slab," he said. "But
it don't look like much, even for Stateside. I seen better
tail in Naples, Italy:' "How much, hey:' boomed a large
seaman with adenoids, who was holding aMason jar full
ofwhite lightning. "Oh, my god," said Meatball.
Outside the temperature remained constant at 37

degrees Fahrenheit. In the hothouse Aubade stood
absently caressing the branches of a young mimosa,
hearing a motif of sap-rising, the rough and unresolved
anticipatory theme of those fragile pink blossoms which,
it is said, insure fertility. That music rose in a tangled
tracery: arabesques of order competing fugally with the
improvised discords ofthe pattydownstairs, which peaked
sometimes in cusps and ogees of noise. That precious
signal-to-noise ratio, whose delicate balance required
every calorie of her strength, seesawed inside the small
tenuous skull as she watched Callisto, sheltering the bird.
Callisto was trying to confront any idea of the heat-death
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now, as he nuzzled the feathery lump in his hands. He
sought correspondences. Sade, of course. And Temple
Drake, gaunt and hopeless in her little park in Paris,
at the end of Sanctuary. Final equilibrium. Nightwood.
And the tango. Any tango, but more than any perhaps
the sad sick dance in Stravinsky's L'Histoire du Soldat.
He thought back: what had tango music been for them
after the war, what meanings had he missed in all the
stately coupled automatons in the cafts-dansants, or in
the metronomes which had ticked behind the eyes of his.
own partners! Not even the clean constant winds of
Switzerland could cure the grippe espagnole: Stravinsky
had had it, they all had had it. And how many musicians
were left after Passchendaele, after the Marne? It came
down in this case to seven: violin, double-bass. Clarinet,
bassoon. Cornet, trombone. Tympani. Almost as if any
tiny troupe of saltimbanques had set about conveying
the same information as a full pit-orchestra. There was
hardly a full complement left in Europe. Yet with violin
and tympani Stravinsky had managed to communicate in
that tango the same exhaustion, the same airlessness one
saw in the slicked-downyouths who were trying to imitate
Vernon Castle, and in their mistresses, who simply did
not care. Ma maitresse. Celeste. Returning to Nice after
the second war he had found that cafe replaced by a
perfume shop which catered to American tourists. And
no secret vestige of her in the cobblestones or in the old
pension next door; no perfume to match her breath heavy
with the sweet Spanish wine she always drank. And so
instead he had purchased a Henry Miller novel and left
for Paris, and read the book on the train so that when he
arrived he had been given at least a lirtle forewarning.
And saw that Celeste and the others and even Temple
Drake were not all that had changed. "Aubade," he said,
"my head aches." The sound of his voice generated in
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the girl an answering scrap of melody. Her movement
toward the kitchen, the towel, the cold water, and his
eyes following her formed a weird and intricate canon;
as she placed the compress on his forehead his sigh of
gratitude seemed to signal a new subject, another series
ofmodulations.
"No;'Meatball was stillsaying, "no, I'm afraidnot. This

is not a house of ill repute. I'm sorry, reallyI am:' Slabwas
adamant. "But the chief said," he kept repeating. The sea-
man offered to swap the moonshine for a good piece.Meat-
ball looked around frantically, as if seeking assistance. In
the middle of the room, the Duke di Angelis quartet were
engaged in a historic moment. Vincent was seated and the
others standing: they were going through the motions of a
group having a session, only without instruments. "I say;'
Meatball said. Duke moved his head a few times, smiled
faintly, lit a cigarette, and eventually caught sight ofMeat-
ball. "Quiet, man;' he whispered. Vincent began to fling
his arms around, his fists clenched; then, abruptly, was
still, then repeated the performance. This went on for a
few minutes while Meatball sipped his drink moodily.
The navy had withdrawn to the kitchen. Finally at some
invisible signal the group stopped tapping their feet and
Duke grinned and said, "At least we ended together:'
Meatball glared at him. "I say;' he said. "I have this

new conception, man;' Duke said. "You remember your
namesake. You remember Gerry:'
"No;' said Meatball. "I'll remember April, if that's

any help:'
"As amatter of fact," Duke said, "it was Love for Sale.

Which shows how much you know. The point is, it was
Mulligan, Chet Baker and that crew, way back then, out
yonder. You dig?"
"Baritone sax;' Meatball said. "Something about a

baritone sax."
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"But no piano, man. No guitar. Or accordion. You
knowwhat that means:'
"Not exactly,"Meatball said.
"Well first let me just say, that I am no Mingus, no

John Lewis. Theory was never my strong point. I mean
things like reading were alwaysdifficult for me and all-"
"I know;' Meatball said drily. "You got your card

taken away because you changed key on Happy Birthday
at a Kiwanis Club picnic:'
"Rotarian. But it occurred to me, in one of these flashes

of insight, that if that first quattet of Mulligan's had no
piano, it could only mean one thing:'
"No chords;' said Paco, the baby-faced bass.
"What he is trying to say;' Duke said, "is no root chords.

Nothing to listen to while you blow a horizontal line.
What one does in such a case is, one thinks the roots."
A horrified awareness was dawning on Meatball. "And

the next logical extension;' he said.
"Is to think everything," Duke announced with simple

dignity. "Roots, line, everything:'
Meatball looked at Duke, awed. "But," he said.
"Well," Duke said modestly, "there are a few bugs to

workout."
"But," Meatball said.
"Just listen;' Duke said. "You'll catch on:' And off they

went again into orbit, presumably somewhere around the
asteroid belt. Afrer a while Krinkles made an embouchure
and started moving his fingers and Duke clapped his hand
to his forehead. "Oaf!" he roared. "The new head we're
using, you remember, I wrote last night?" "Sure;' Krinkles
said, "the new head. I come in on the bridge. All your
heads I come in then:' "Right:' Duke said. "So why-"
"Wha," said Krinkles, "16 bars, I wait, I come in .,» "I6?"
Duke said. "No. No, Krinkles. Eight you waited. You
want me to sing it?A cigarette that bears a lipstick's traces,
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an airline ticket to romantic places." Krinkles scratched
his head. "These Foolish Things, you mean:' "Yes;' Duke
said, "yes, Krinkles. Bravo:' "Not I'll Remember April,"
Krinkles said. "Minghe morte," said Duke. "I figured we
were playing it a little slow," Krinkles said. Meatball
chuckled. "Back to the old drawing board," he said.
"No, man," Duke said, "back to the airless void." And
they took off again, only it seemed Paco was playing in
G sharp while the rest were in E flat, so they had to statt
all over.
In the kitchen two ofthe girls fromGeorgeWashington

and the sailors were singing Let's All Go Down and Piss
on the Forrestal. There was a two-handed, bilingual
morra game on over by the icebox. Saul had filled several
paper bags with water and was sitting on the fire escape,
dropping them on passersby in the street. A fat govern-
ment girl in a Bennington sweatshirt, recently engaged
to an ensign attached to the Forrestal, came charging
into the kitchen, head lowered, and butted Slab in the
stomach. Figuring this was as good an excuse for a fight
as any, Slab's buddies piled in. The morra players were
nose-to-nose, screaming trois, sette at the tops of their
lungs. From the shower the girl Meatball had taken out
of the sink announced that she was drowning. She had
apparently sat on the drain and the water was now up to
her neck. The noise in Meatball's apartment had reached
a sustained, ungodly crescendo.
Meatball stood and watched, scratching his stomach

lazily. The way he figured, there were only about two
ways he could cope: (a) lock himself in the closet and
maybe eventually they would all go away, or (b) try to
calm everybody down, one by one. (a) was certainly the
more attractive alternative. But then he started thinking
about that closet. It was dark and stuffy and he would be
alone. He did not feature being alone. And then this
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crew off the good ship Lollipop or whatever it was might
take it upon themselves to kickdown the closet door, for
a lark. And if that happened he would be, at the very
least, embarrassed. The other waywas more a pain in the
neck, but probably better in the long run.
So he decided to try and keep his lease-breaking party

from deteriorating into total chaos: he gave wine to the
sailors and separated the morra players; he introduced
the fat government girl to Sandor Rojas, who would
keep her out of trouble; he helped the girl in the shower.
to dry off and get into bed; he had another talk with
Saul; he called a repairman for the refrigerator, which
someone had discovered was on the blink. This is what
he did until nightfall, when most of the revellers had
passed out and the party trembled on the threshold of its
third day.
Upstairs Callisto, helpless in the past, did not feel the

faint rhythm inside the bird begin to slacken and fail.
Aubade was by the window, wandering the ashes of her
own lovely world; the temperamre held steady, the sky
had become a uniform darkening gray. Then something
from downstairs - a girl's scream, an overturned chair,
a glass dropped on the floor, he would never know what
exactly- pierced that private time-warp and he became
aware of the faltering, the constriction of muscles, the
tiny tossings ofthe bird's head; and his own pulse began to
poundmore fiercely, as if trying to compensate. "Aubade,"
he calledweakly,"he's dying:' The girl, flowing and rapt,
crossed the hothouse to gaze down at Callisto's hands.
The two remained like that, poised, for one minute, and
two, while the heartbeat ticked a graceful diminuendo
down at last into stillness. Callisto raised his head slowly.
"I held him," he protested, impotent with the wonder of
it, "to give him the warmth of my body. Almost as if I
were communicating life to him,or a sense of life.What
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has happened? Has the transfer of heat ceased to work?
Is there no more ... " He did not finish.
"I was just at the window;' she said. He sank back,

terrified. She stood a moment more, irresolute; she had
sensed his obsession long ago, realized somehow that
that constant 37 was now decisive. Suddenly then, as if
seeing the single and unavoidable conclusion to all this
she moved swiftly to the window before Callisto could
speak; tore away the drapes and smashed out the glass
with two exquisite hands which came awaybleeding and
glistening with splinters; and turned to face the man on
the bed andwait with himuntil themomentofequilibrium
was reached, when 37 degrees Fahrenheit should prevail
both outside and inside, and forever, and the hovering,
curious dominant of their separate lives should resolve
into a tonic ofdarkness and the finalabsenceofallmotion.
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